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iiii1li1l 1.  INTRODUCTION

During the past ten years, there has been considerable effort directed at

the possibility of performing microchemical analysis in thin samples.  '    In(1 2)

general, this effort has involved the deVelopment of scanning transmission

electron microscopy (STEM), an instrument capable of producing finely focussed

0

electron probes (down to 3A), and coupling this with either energy dispersive

x-ray analysis (EDS) and/or electron energy loss spectroscopy (ELS).  In terms

of elemental analysis using EDS, an electron transmission technique is chosen

because' such a method requi res  the  use  of thin sections; electron beam spread-

ing within the sample is then minimized, and the spatial resolution of the tech-

nique optimized.  This paper outlines the factors limiting accurate analysis at

the limit of spatial resolution for the combination of STEM and EDS.

2.  QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

There have been numerous reports on quantitative procedures for elemental

(3-6)
analysis using STEM and EDS. Most of these techniques are based on
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Castaing's original formulation for the electron microprobe,(7) and the des-

cription given below is similar in nature.

Typically, the determination of microchemistry using EDS consists of re-

cording spectra from areas of a given specimen.  These spectra contain charac-

teristic peaks and it is necessary to establish a relation between the

intensi ty of these peaks  and the concentration  of the given elements  in  the

irradiated volume of material.  The concentration of element A, CA' is in fact

gi ven   by:

IA
CA                                          (1)

TA

where IA is the measured intensity of the particular emission from element A in

the specimen and IA is the intensity of the same emission assuming the sample '
O

was  composed of pure A.  The term IA may be either deduced from the use of

standards or calculated (the so-called standardless method).  Both types of

approach are described below.           ·

2.1  ·Measurement of IA

A typical x-ray peak is shown in Figure 1.  To determine an appropriate

value for IA, it is necessary to subtract the continuum of background upon

which the characteristic peak is superimposed.  The continuum spectrum gener-

ated from thin foils may be simulated by fitting a polynomial expression to

the measured background.

Considerable care is required when fitting such a polynomial expression

to a measured background over a relatively large energy range (e.g. 0-10 kV).

The reason for this arises from the fact that the measured background consists

of not only the intrinsic continuum, but also extraneous contributions from

uncollimated bremsstrahlung electrons (described below in Section 3.2) and

#--*-- I.



x-rays fluoresced from components in the sample chamber.  These two latter con-

tributions are undesirable, since their form and intensity are difficult to

predict. Particularly, there is often difficulty in fitting the background

over the range 0-2.5 kV, which results in errors in deducing IA.

Thus, a given x-ray peak in an EDS spectrum is essentially the convolution

of the x-ray line with the response of the detector, and is represented as a

gaussian function.  Since the width of this gaussian varies with energy, it is

important when deducing  IA '  that an integral  val ue be determined, usually  that

defined by the full width at half maximum intensity (FWHM).  It is usual to fit

gaussian profiles to the x-ray peaks of interest (using an appropriate minimi-

zation routine), and from these fitted profiles deduce FWHM values.

2.2  Determination of IA

There  are two methods  that  may  be  used to determine  a  value  of  IA,  one

making use of standards, the other involving calculation (the so-called

"standardless" approach). In principle,  the  use of appropriate standards  is

preferred, but in the case of thin foils, there often exist problems in the

: ·preparation of suitable standards.

2.2.1  Analysis Using Standards

Suppose the concentration of element A, CA in an alloy AB is required.

Thu procedure for determining IA consists of the production of a thin film of

A of known thickness, tA•  The term IA is then given by:

..  . nAB pAB   to

IA  -  (IA)1*  - . - . -                      (2)
nA   PA   tA

where   (IA)m   is   the measured intensity   from the standard;   nAB'   nA   are the number

of electrons incident on the specimen and standard, respectively; pAB' BA are



the densities of the specimen and standard, respectively; and to is the thick-

ness of the specitien (i.e. at the point of analysis).  The term nAB/nA will be

unity if the various spectra are generated with equal numbers of incident elec-·

tronsi this can be achieved using an electrically isolated aperture which moni-

tors gun emission, signal being used to generate the time base in the(81    this

multi-channel analyzer (MCA).  The terms involving densities (pAB/pA) and

thicknesses (to/tA) take into account the differences in mass thicknesses of

the films.  The term pAB is not usually known (since this depends on the com-

position of AB, a parameter usually being determined by this analysis).  For

this reason the ratio of concentration of two elements is often determined,

such that

CA    IA  <IR)m  nA  PA . tk                 (3)
CB                          IB       '       (I' ) m      '      iI.B.      B.B                t 

where the terms have been defined above, and A and B refer to.elements A and B,

respectively.  Providing precautions concerning variations in gun emission are

taken (as described above) the main error in determining concentration by use

of standards arises from uncertainties in determining tA and-tB.. A most useful

and accurate method of determining thickness, for crystalline materials, in-

volves convergent beam electron diffraction.(9) Using this technique, it is

possible to determine thickness to -2%, and this must represent the limit to

the accuracy of this type of analysis.

2.2.2  Standardless Analysis

In the case of thin foils, the calculation of the intensity IA is rela-

tively straightforward. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, because

the foil is thin, it is possible.to make an assumption that the ionization

cross-section is constant in the foil.  Secondly, the number of electrons that



are backscattered from a thin foil is extremely small, and this phenomenon may

be neglected. The term IA is that intensity of the given peak of element(10)

A from a standard of pure A, recorded under identical conditions under which

IA is measured in a sample AB,  consisting of elements A and B  of thickness

to.  This intensity for the case of the Ka peak of element A is given, follow-

ing Castaing,(7) by:

I'K     nAB . 4 · WA . fA   flo. pAB to (4)
AA

whe re   nAB    is the number of electrons responsible for generating the sample

spectrum, Qk is the ionization cross-section for the k shell of element A, WA

the fluorescent yield of A,. No A9ogadros number, fA the fraction of Ka in the
K shell emission, A  the atomic wei.ght of element A, and pAB the' sample density.

As in the case of analysis using standards, it is more convenient to de-

termine a ratio of compositions (CA/CB), so that

-,                                                                                                  CA      =       IA.   4,   .    %.   I .   AA                                                                      (5)CB     IB   QA   WA   fA   AB

The ionization cross-section Q  represents one of the main uncertainties-

in the standardless analysis procedure.  Thus, the appropriate value for a

given element and accelerating voltage differs with the source of information;

PQWe 1 7  (7 7)
has recently produced a comprehensive review, from which reasonable

values for the cross-section may be deduced.  An interesting method of eval-

k                    (8)
uating the ionization cross-section, QA has been presented, where

41    Tel' 0 ZA . aCK) <£n   b(K) fo 1-2.n (1-82) - 82       (6)Eo ' Ec Ec J

where a(K) = 0.35, b(K) = 0.2

Uo ·.{1-3xp(-y)} · {1-3xp(-6)}
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m

Uo = Eo/E  (Eo = accelerating voltage of electron microscope and EA is the
11'f

critical excitation energy for K shell ionization
 in element A, 6

= EA/2, y = r;

U
S''t

1250/(EA   U02), and B = v/c (v = velocity of electron, c = velocity of light).        
.'e

/,

For L shell excitation the parameter a(K) is
substituted by a(L) = 0.25 and             

other terms are replaced by the equivalent values for the L shell. Equation         G

(12)                  r

(5)  was  taken  from  the rel ativistic treatment  of  Mott and Massey, and the        '"

parameters  a(k)  and b(k)  were then fitted against. experimental values of Qk

(see Ref. 5).so that Equation (6) might be used 
to calculate values of Q for          4

other elements.  It should be emphasized that un
certainties in the values of           m

ionization cross-sections limit the accuracy of standardless analysis to -5%;

clearly, more. work is required  in  this  area.

The other terms in Equation (5), namely wx, fx a
nd Ax, are known to suf-         g

E

ficient accuracy in the literature (for sources, 
see Refs. 3-7), and conse-

quently do not introduce errors into the analysis
.  One further factor that

should be included in Equation (5) involves the a
bsorptiob of.x-rays in the            various materials in the detector itself.  Thus t
he Bi window, Au and Si dead

layers all reduce the intensities of x-rays being detected, and this absorp-         i

tion must be accounted for in the analysis proced
ure.  Since the thicknesses          j

and mass absorption coefficients of these materia
ls are known, this factor does

not lead to significant errors.

2.3  Absorption and Fluorescence Corrections

+ -/
The effects of x-ray absorption and fluorescence 

cause the measured value

of IA in an experiment to differ from that gener
ated by electron excitation in

the  specimen.    It is, therefore, necessary to estimate these effects  on  the  in-

tensity of IA, and adjust the values of IA deduced either from Equation (2) or

(4) correspondingly.



2.3.1  X-ray Absorption

As x-rays, generated  at  poi nts throughout the irradiated  vol ume, propagate

through the specimen towards the detector, their intensity is attenuated by the

atoms of the sample.  The amount of attenuation suffered by the x-rays can be

calculated as follows. Thus, assume x-rays are generated at the point A in

Figure 2.  The x-ray path length, d, is given by:

d=t· sin a                             (7)
cos(a-0)

where  t  is the thickness  at the point  A,  and the angles  a  and  e  are  defined  in

Figure 2.  Specifically, a is the angle between the electron optical axis (Z)

and the plane of the specimen, measured in the plane defined by the detector

axis and Z.  It is convenient to calculate a in terms of the angles e, 0, x and

y, where e and 0 refer to the detector geometry, and x and y to tilts of the

specimen about  the  tilt  axes  X  and  Y  of  the goni ometer, see Figure  3.     From

the geometry .of Figure 3, a is given by ·

a = cOs-1 <      1     ..(8)
l h 2     +     k2    +     12  f

where  h = cos 0 cos e cos x cos y

k= sin 6 cos x cos y (8a)
-

,z= siny cos $ cos e -sin t sin x
.

Using Equation (8) to calculate the angle a, a value for the path length

d may be deduced (Equation  7). To account for absorption of x-rays generated

at all points A (Figure  2)  in the irradiated  volume,  it is necessary  to  inte-

grate over the thickness, to, so that the attenuation factor is given by:

exp<_     (IL jAK     .      P  A n       •           Sin      a                .       t 
l      \ P /AB AD tos(a-e)



where ( JA 141<  is the mass absorption coefficient for Ka x-rays of A in the
\P /AB

sample,  AB the sample density, and the other terms are as defined above.

Ass uming x-ray generation is constant  at all points   in   the   foil,. the detected

intensity of x-rays,  Ito, will  be  related to that generated,  Io,  by

I.           -1- exp - 1(ff:. 'AB. co:Ina-:). toI     (9).0 =6=1
Io     A   tO

11 \AK   . O sin a

<Fi'AB ' -AB ' CoS(a-e)
2.3.2 X-ray Fluorescence

It is possible for both continuum and characteristic x-rays generated in

a  thin foil, given sufficient energy, to cause inner shell ionizations.    Thus,

it is necessary to estimate the intensity of characteristic x-ra9s produced in

this manner, since this intensity is simply added to that caused by primary.

electron excitation. The intensity of x-rays produced by continuum fluores-

cence may be neglected, since the intensity of the continuum itself in a thin

foil is small, and it has·been shown(10) that fluorescence by characteristic

x-rays may also be neglected if /12\81< . BAB . to <0.1, where
<1.)Bl< is the\P/AB P/AB

mass absorption coefficient for K  x-rays from B in the sample AB, .and the

other terms are as defined above.  When this product exceeds the value of 0.1,

then it. is necessary to invoke a correction for the intensity of x-rays caused

by characteristic fluorescence, IA, given by (10)

A
/r A-1                                      2

lf = rA = 2 "B .,CB. l.-ii--) . AA ( 'I: . /6-)BK . ·EA . (BAB . to)       (10)\ p
/AB EB   \

where IA is the primary electron excited intensity, rA  is the absorption jump

ratio for A, Aj\ and A  are the atomic weights of A and B, respectively, /1.)
\P /

is the mass absorption coefficient of Ka x-rays of B in pure A, and E /EB is



the ratio of the critical excitation energies for t
he characteristic emissions

of elements A and B.

The corrections involving absorption (6)· and fluorescence (E) may be in-

cluded in Equations (3) and (5) as follows.  Thus,

CA     CA.'   68   (1 + EB) (11)           ),

CB'                 CB,     '     EA   .     (1    +    CA)

where the prime refers to uncorrected values. ..     '4
I.

3. INSTRUMENTAL FACTORS                               '

This section deals with those factors affecting the
 accuracy of elemental         -

':e,

analysis when using a combination of STEM and EDS that find their origin in in-       ..3

strumentation. This topic has been heavily researched and so it is only neces-

1*

sary to make comments of a cursory nature in this paper..'                          g
3.1 "System" Peaks                              

                   

"System" peaks are those characteristic peaks in the x-ray spectrum gen-

erated in atoms, not contained in the sample, but f
rom material surrounding

the specimens.  The solution to this problem is to 
machine the cup from ma-

terial which does not give rise to characteristic.p
eaks in an EDS spectrum,

such as graphite or Be. For supported films, the grids should be of(13) (14)

Be or C-coated plastic (nylon).

3.2  Soorces of Unfocussed Radiation

For the purposes of elemental analysis, the focusse
d electron probe ex-

cites a spectrum of x-rays.  However, this electron
 beam is not the only source       w

1

of radiation incident on the specimen.  Thus, it is
 possible for hard x-rays,         1

(15)

both continuous and characteristic, to be created a
t the condenser aperture

&

and this radiation together with possible stray ele
ctrons which are scattered

around the various apertures above the specimen(16 
 to interact with the



specimen and generate a contribution to the measured x-ray spectrum. This un-

focussed radiation presents a significant problem in attempting.elemental

analysis, and its.intensity has to be minimized. There are a number of ways in

which this can be achieved, the manner in which it is done being dependent on

the particular source of radiation.
(15-16)

3.3  Specimen Contamination

Contamination of specimens arises in STEM instruments because of the use

of finely focussed electron probes with relatively high current densities.

The source of contamination is either from the vacuum system or specimen borne.

The extremely detrimental aspects of contamination in elemental analysis have

been recently discussed, and it is necessary to reduce the extent of con-(17)

taminatiod as much as possible.  Thus, there are basically two serious factors

that result from contamination.  First, the contamination layer can cause the

given area of analysis to become essentially opaque, and therefore positioning

of the beam on a particular feature is more or less impossible·. This results

in a·certain loss'of spatial resolution which can cause extreme inaccuracies in

elemental analysis. Second, the contamination 1 ayer can cause absorption
(18)

of x-rays, resulting in a change of intensity (and therefore apparent composi-

tion) with time. It is clearly desirable to reduce its extent as much as(17)

po£sible.

3.4  Surface Films

One inherent problem in performing elemental analysis using thin foils is

that involving the effect of thin surface layers, e.g. oxides.  If such a thin

film exists on the surface of a foil, and its elemental composition is rich in

one component of the specimen, then inaccuracies in deducing the sample compo-

(19)
sition may result, particularly in thin areas.



4.  SPATIAL RESOLUTION

When attempting to perform high spatial resolution studies using the

-

STEM/EDS technique, it is usual to reduce the probe size to the point where it

is less than the dimensions of the region to be analyzed. The actual spatial

resol ution achieved is generally degraded by broadening  of the electron probe

within the specimen through high angle elastic scattering.  There have been

several attempts to determine theoretically(20-22  this beam spreading and
.'

these are described below.

With regard to calculation, two models have been developed, one involving

a single scattering event, the other making use of the Monte Carlo technique(20)

where plural scattering is simulated. The Monte Carlo  cal cul ations of fer  a

more satisfactory method of deducinj not only the diameter of the beam at the

exit surface of the foil, but also the electron profile within the sample.

Several calculatipns of elastic scattering have been performed using Monte

Carlo techniques(e.g. 21,22) and some examples are given in Table 1.

0

Film Thickness, A Materi al Foil Thickness
100 500 1000 2000

Si -    1400
Si 0 8    27     89                      Ni              650
Ni    2     32    99    304                       Au              350
Au    6     84 261 832

Table 1:.  Diameters of beam pro- Table 2.  Monte Carlo calcula-
files containing 90% of electrons tions of foil thickness (A)
exciting foils of various thick- which result in a beam diameter
nesses of the given elements for (90% of electrons) of 10 nm at
100 kV electrons. 100 kV.

While fairly sophisticated techniques may be used to calculate beam spread-

ing, it is of course necessary to validate the theoretical approach by means of

suitable experiments. There have been numerous attempts to determine x-ray
.

spatial resolution, including the use of specimens containing small



precipitates,(23) grain boundaries(24) and phase interfaces.(25)  Most of these

experiments have suffered both from the fact that the elements being detected

are contained to a certain extent on both sides of the given discontinuity

(e.g., phase interface), and also from the occurrence of contamination, which

0
limits the step length between successive points of analysis to -500A.  A set

of experiments which avoided both of these potential difficulties.consisted of

the measurement of beam spreading in Si films, whose thickness was accurately

determined using stacking faults induced within the films.(22)  The Si films
-0

were prepared with thin (-300A) narrow strips of Au on one surface, and the

intensity of Au x-rays was measured as a function of position across an edge
0

of an Au layer in -100A steps. From these measurements, x-ray resolution, and

therefore electron beam spreading, was determi ned  with a large degree of confi-

dence.  Monte Carlo calculations were also performed and good agreement has

been found between theory and experimen€ especially for thin specimens.  It

can be concluded,  then, that Monte Carlo cal culations do indeed  give  a  fai rly

accurate assessment of beam spreading in thin foils.

The close agreement between calculation and measurement of beam spreading

indicates that elastic scattering of electrons in thin foils limits the spatial

resol ution  of  the x-ray technique. The occurrence  of such scattering  has  im-

portant implications regarding elemental analysis at the 10 nm scale.  Thus,

it is evident that relatively thin foils should be used so that beam spreading

be minimized.  In way of an exampld, Table 2 lists the limits to foil thickness

such that the electron beam spreading does not exceed -10 nm.

Often, it is not possible to prepare foils that not only contain the

heterogeneity to be analyzed but are also sufficiently thin to minimize spatial

resolution.  In this case, a measured x-ray spectrum contains contributions



from both the heterogeneity itself and the surrounding matrix, and it is       :

necessary to deconvol ve  that  part  of the spectrum generated  in the matrix  from

the detected spectrum.  A method of performing this deconvolution has been

described, where the profile of the beam within the specimen (calculated using

Monte Carlo techniques) is used to determine the relative fractions of the

electron probe that excite the heterogeneity and the matrix. (26)  The technique

is iterative in nature, and assumes that first the thicknesses of the.matrix

and  heterogeneity  can be determi ned, second the .shape and geometry  of  the

heterogeneity are known, and finally, the composition of the matrix adjacent

to the heterogeneity can be determined.

Much of the work referred to in this paper was carried out by Dr. N. J.

Zaluzec as part of his doctoral dissertation in my group at Illidois.  I am

grateful for many stimulating interactions with Mark Twigg and John Woodhouse.
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